
Contemporary gems near the sea: modern villas, holiday
homes and apartments with beautiful views

274,000 €

Costa Blanca, Finestrat  Reference: 23707   2   2   71m2
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Costa Blanca, Finestrat

Welcome to the world of modern luxury! Discover our breathtaking collection of homes for sale. Whether you dream of a

spacious villa, modern holiday home, ground floor apartment with a private garden, an apartment with spacious terraces

where you can enjoy the outdoors, or an exclusive penthouse with a beautiful solarium, we have the perfect option for

you.

These stylish homes offer 2 - 3 bedrooms and 2 - 3 bathrooms, ideal for comfortable living and hospitality. The fully

equipped open kitchen is a paradise for cooking enthusiasts, while the air conditioning ensures a pleasant temperature all

year round. Park your vehicle easily in the available parking space and enjoy the view from your spacious terrace.

As if that weren't enough, the communal pool offers a refreshing oasis where you can relax and enjoy the sun. Optional

private swimming pools for the villas and holiday homes. Whether you're looking for a peaceful place to live or an

investment with high returns, these modern homes promise an unparalleled coastal lifestyle.

Don't wait any longer and seize this extraordinary opportunity to immerse yourself in the best that these modern homes

have to offer. Take action now and conquer your own piece of luxury in this enchanting environment.

Modern homes for sale. Choice of contemporary villas, spacious holiday homes, ground floor apartments with garden,

apartments with spacious terraces and penthouses with solarium.

2 - 3 bedrooms, 2 - 3 bathrooms, fully equipped open kitchen, air conditioning, parking, terrace and communal pool.
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